Readers Praise the
Math You Can Play Series
These games are great for using and practicing maths skills in a context
in which there is some real motivation to do so. I love how they provide opportunities to explore a wide variety of approaches, including
number bonds and logical thinking.
The games use very simple materials, mostly cards and dice, and the
few boards that are needed are provided. Each game also has tips on
how to customise or extend it—maybe for players of different abilities, or non-competitive options. My children are always pleased, even
excited, when I suggest one of these games. Sometimes they even ask
to play them unprompted!
—Miranda Jubb, Amazon reviewer

I have played several of these games with my son, and each one was
met with delight on his part and the sharing of delightful conversation
about numbers and thinking between us.
I love what Gaskins has to say about working with your children
as opposed to simply assigning them work to do. This sums up the
philosophy that I try to keep forefront in our home, and it’s the thing
that makes these books such a valuable addition to our library of educational resources.
—Amy, Hope Is the Word blog

Wonderful games for elementary students. The author includes a link
for printable game boards, ensuring that I don’t spend more time making games than playing them. Variations for each game = so many ways
to explore numbers. You will love this book.
—Marisa, Amazon reviewer
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Section I

A Strategy for Learning

1

Practice applying Professor Triangleman’s Standards
to the puzzle below. Which one doesn’t belong?
Can you find more than one answer?

2

Prof. Triangleman’s Abbreviated List of
Standards for Mathematical Practice

PTALSMP 1: Ask questions.
Ask why. Ask how. Ask whether your answer is right. Ask whether
it makes sense. Ask what assumptions you have made, and whether
an alternate set of assumptions might be warranted. Ask what if. Ask
what if not.

PTALSMP 2: Play.
See what happens if you carry out the computation you have in mind,
even if you are not sure it’s the right one. See what happens if you do
it the other way around. Try to think like someone else would think.
Tweak and see what happens.

PTALSMP 3: Argue.
Say why you think you are right. Say why you might be wrong. Try to
understand how someone else sees things, and say why you think their
perspective may be valid. Do not accept what others say is so, but listen
carefully to it so that you can decide whether it is.

3

PTALSMP 4: Connect.
Ask how this thing is like other things. Try your ideas out on a new
problem. Ask whether and how these ideas apply to other situations.
Look for similarities and differences. Seek out the boundaries and limitations of your techniques.
—Christopher Danielson
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There should be no element of slavery in learning.
Enforced exercise does no harm to the body, but enforced
learning will not stay in the mind. So avoid compulsion,
and let your children’s lessons take the form of play.

Q

—Plato

Q

Introduction: How to Use This Book

If a perfect teacher developed the ideal teaching strategy, what
would it be like?
♦An
♦ ideal teaching strategy would have to be flexible, working
in a variety of situations with students of all ages.
♦It
♦ would promote true understanding and reasoning skills,
not mere regurgitation of facts.
♦It
♦ would prepare children to learn on their own.
♦Surely
♦
the ideal teaching strategy would be enjoyable, perhaps
even so much fun that the students don’t realize they are
learning.
♦And
♦
it would be simple enough that imperfect teachers could
use it, too.
This is idle speculation, of course. No teaching strategy works with
every student in every subject. But for math, at least, there is a wonderful way to stimulate our children’s number skills and encourage them
to think: we can play games.
Math games push students to develop a creatively logical approach
to solving problems. When children play games, they build reason-
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ing skills that will help them throughout their lives. In the stress-free
struggle of a game, players learn to analyze situations and draw conclusions. They must consider their options, change their plans in reaction to the other player’s moves, and look for the less obvious solutions
in order to outwit their opponents.
Even more important, games help children learn to enjoy the challenge of thinking hard. Children willingly practice far more arithmetic
than they would suffer through on a workbook page. Their vocabulary
grows as they discuss options and strategies with their fellow players.
Because their attention is focused on their next move, they don’t notice
how much they are learning.
And games are good medicine for math anxiety. Everyone knows
it takes time to master the fine points of a game, so children can make
mistakes or “get stuck” without losing face.
If your child feels discouraged or has an “I can’t do it” attitude toward
math, try taking him off the textbooks for a while. Feed him a strict
diet of games, and his eyes will soon regain their sparkle. Children love
beating a parent at a math game. And if you’re like me, your kids will
beat you more often than you’ll want to admit.

Math You Can Play
Clear off a table, find a deck of cards, and you’re ready to enjoy some
math. Most of the games in this book take only a few minutes to play,
so they fit into your most hectic days.
In three decades of teaching, I’ve noticed that flexibility with mental calculation is one of the best predictors of success in high school
math and beyond. So the Math You Can Play games will stretch your
children’s ability to manipulate numbers in their heads. But unlike the
typical “computerized flash card” games online, most of these games
will also encourage your children to think strategically, to compare
different options in choosing their moves.
“Be careful! There are a lot of useless games out there,” says math
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professor and blogger John Golden. “Look for problem solving, the
need for strategy, and math content.
“The best games offer equal opportunity (or nearly so) to all your
students. Games that require computational speed to be successful will
disenfranchise instead of engage your students who need the game the
most.”
Each book in the Math You Can Play series features twenty or more
of my favorite math games, offering a variety of challenges for all ages.
If you are a parent, these games provide opportunities to enjoy quality
time with your children. If you are a classroom teacher, use the games
as warm-ups and learning center activities or for a relaxing review day
at the end of a term. If you are a tutor or homeschooler, make games
a regular feature in your lesson plans to build your students’ mental
math skills.
Know that my division of these games by grade level is inherently
arbitrary. Children may eagerly play a game with advanced concepts
if the fun of the challenge outweighs the work involved. Second- or
third-grade students can enjoy some of the games in the prealgebra
book. On the other hand, don’t worry that a game is too easy for your
students, as long as they find it interesting. Even college students will
enjoy a round of Farkle (in the addition book) or Wild and Crazy
Eights (a childhood classic from the counting book). An easy game
lets the players focus most of their attention on the logic of strategy.
As Peggy Kaye, author of Games for Math, writes: “Children learn
more math and enjoy math more if they play games that are a little too
easy rather than a little too hard.”
Games give children a meaningful context in which to ponder and
manipulate numbers, shapes, and patterns, so they help players of all
skill levels learn together. As children play, they exchange ideas and
insights.
“Games can allow children to operate at different levels of thinking
and to learn from each other,” says education researcher Jenni Way.
“In a group of children playing a game, one child might be encoun-
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tering a concept for the first time, another may be developing his/her
understanding of the concept, a third consolidating previously learned
concepts.”

Talk with Your Kids
The modern world is a slave to busyness. Marketers tempt well-intentioned parents with toys and apps that claim to build academic
skills while they keep our children occupied. Homeschoolers dream of
finding a curriculum that will let the kids teach themselves. And even
the most attentive teachers may hope that game time will give them
a chance to correct papers or catch up on lesson plans.
Be warned: although children can play these games on their own,
they learn much more when we adults play along.
When adults play the game, we reinforce the value of mathematical
play. By giving up our time, we prove that we consider this just as
important as [insert whatever we would have been doing]. If the game
is worthy of our attention, then it becomes more attractive to our
children.
Also, as we watch our kids’ responses and listen to their comments
during a game, we discover what they understand about math. Where
do they get confused? What do they do when they’re stuck? Can they
use the number relationships they’ve mastered to figure out something
they don’t know? How easily do they give up?
“Language should be part of the activity,” says math teacher and
author Claudia Zaslavsky. “Talk while you and your child are playing
games. Ask questions that encourage your child to describe her actions
and explain her conclusions.”
Real education, learning that sticks for a lifetime, comes through
person-to-person interactions. Our children absorb more from the
give and take of simple discussion with an adult than from even the
best workbook or teaching video.
If you’re not sure how to start a conversation about math, browse
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the stories at Christopher Danielson’s Talking Math with Your Kids
blog.†
As homeschooler Lucinda Leo explains, “With any curriculum
there is the temptation to leave a child to get on with the set number
of pages while you get on with something else. My long-term goal
is for my kids to be independent learners, but the best way for that
to happen is for me to be by their side now, enjoying puzzles and
stories, asking good questions and modelling creative problem-solving
strategies.”
And playing math games.

Mixing It Up
Games evolve as they move from one person to another. Where possible, I have credited each game’s inventor and told a bit of its history.
But some games have been around so long they are impossible for
me to trace. Many are adapted from traditional childhood favorites.
For example, I was playing Tens Concentration with my math club
kids years before I read about it in Constance Kamii’s Young Children
Reinvent Arithmetic. Similarly, an uncountable number of parents and
teachers have played Math War with their students; a few of my variations are original, but the underlying idea is far from new.
Sometimes, as in the Math War variations, the basic rules of play
stay the same, making the new games easy for children to learn.
Likewise, the multiplication classic Product Game can be modified to
practice decimal or fraction multiplication without changing the rules,
just by switching the game board.
In other cases, we change the rules themselves to create a completely new game. Consider the lineage of Forty-Niners, featured in
the Math You Can Play addition book. First someone invented dice,
and generations of players created a multitude of folk games, culminating in Pig. Using cards instead of dice and adding a Wild West
† I’ll refer to dozens of blogs, websites, and other resources throughout this book. All
of these (and more) are listed in the appendix “Quotes and Reference Links” on page 134.
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theme, James Ernest created the Gold Digger version and gave it away
at his website. Teachers wanted their students to practice with bigger numbers, so they tried a regular deck of playing cards, and the
game became Stop or Dare at the Nrich website. For my variation,
I increased the risk level by turning all the face cards into bandits and
adding the jokers as claim jumpers.
Game rules are a social convention, easy to change by agreement
among the players. Feel free to invent your own rules, and encourage
your children to modify the games as they play. For instance:
♦Can
♦
you make the game easier, so young children can play?
Or harder, to challenge adults?
♦What
♦
would happen if you changed the number of moves?
Or the number of cards you draw, or how many dice you
throw?
♦Can
♦
you invent a story to explain the game—like James
Ernest did with Gold Digger—or tie it to a favorite book?
♦If
♦ the game uses cards, can you figure out a way to play it with
dice or dominoes? Or transfer it to a game board?
♦If
♦ the game uses a number chart, could you play it on a clock
or calendar instead? Or is there a way to use money in the
game?
♦Or
♦ can you change it into a whole-body action game? Perhaps
using sidewalk chalk?
As children tinker with the game, they will be prompted to think
more deeply about the math behind it.
Unschooling advocate Pam Sorooshian explains the connection
between games and math this way:
Mathematicians don’t sit around doing the kind of math that you
learned in school. What they do is “play around” with number
games, spatial puzzles, strategy, and logic.
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They don’t just play the same old games, though. They change the
rules a little, and then they look at how the game changes.
So, when you play games, you are doing exactly what
mathematicians really do—if you fool with the games a bit,
experiment, see how the play changes if you change a rule here
and there. Oh, and when you make up games and they flop, be
sure to examine why they flop—that is a big huge part of what
mathematicians do, too.
Finally, although the point of these games is for children to practice mental math, please don’t treat them as worksheets in disguise.
A game should be voluntary and fun. No matter how good it sounds
to you, if a game doesn’t interest your kids, put it away. You can always
try another one tomorrow.
You will know when you find the right game because your children
will wear you out wanting to play it again and again and again.
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You can play many games on a hundred chart.
The Math You Can Play printable companion files
include 0–99 charts, too , for those who prefer that format.
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We do not stop playing because we grow old. We grow old
because we stop playing.

A

—Anonymous

A

Gather Your Game Supplies

I have a limited amount of free time, and I don’t want to spend
it cutting out specialized game pieces or cards. A few games require
printable cards or game boards, but most of the games in the Math You
Can Play series use basic items you already have, such as playing cards
and dice.

A Deck of Math Cards
Whenever a game calls for playing cards, I use an international standard poker- or bridge-style deck (or pack; the terms are interchangeable). There are fifty-two cards in four suits—spades (the pointy black
shape), hearts, clubs (the clover shape), and diamonds—with thirteen
cards per suit. The number cards range from the ace to ten, and each
suit has three face cards called jack, queen, and king. Your deck may
have one or two additional cards called jokers, which are not officially
part of the deck but may be used for some games.
Math cards are simply the forty number cards (ace through ten
in all four suits) from a standard deck. The ace counts as “one” in all
math card games. Some game variations call for using the face cards as
higher numbers: jack = 11, queen = 12, and king = 13. In a few games,
we use the queens as zeros, because the Q is round enough for pretend.
13

Other types of card decks may work as well, so experiment with
whatever you have on hand. Uno cards are numbered zero to nine,
Phase 10 cards have one to twelve, and Rook cards go from one to
fourteen. Rummikub tiles use the numbers one to thirteen. Most of
the games in this book could be adapted to use any of these.

Game Boards
Many games use graph paper or a hundred chart, which you can find
online. For most other games, hand-drawn boards work fine. One reason Tic-Tac-Toe is a perennial favorite is that children can draw the
board whenever they want to play.
I’ve created two free pdf packets of charts and game boards—
the Number Game Printables Pack and Multiplication & Fraction
Printables—which you can download from my blog. You may reproduce these for use within your own family, classroom, or homeschool
group.
To save paper, you may wish to reuse game boards. Print the game
board on cardstock and laminate it—I love my laminator!—or slip the

You can find the free printable companion files on my
Tabletop Academy Press publishing website:
tabletopacademy.net/free-printables
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printed game board into a clear (not frosted) page protector, adding
a few sheets of card stock or the back of an old notebook for stiffness.
Then your children can mark moves with dry-erase markers and wipe
them clean with an old, dry cloth.
A few games call for larger homemade boards. For example,
Dinosaur Race (in the counting book) needs a simple track, twelve to
twenty spaces long, and each space needs to be large enough for a couple of toy dinosaurs or other small figures. An open manila file folder
can serve as a sturdy foundation on which to draw or paste the board,
convenient for playing and easy to store. And if you keep a stack of
blank manila folders freely available, your children will enjoy making
up their own board games.

Glue two manila folders together to make
an even bigger game board.

Other Bits and Pieces
Many games call for small toy figures or other items to mark the
players’ position or moves. If two different types of tokens are needed,
you may borrow the pieces from a checkers game. Or use pennies and
nickels, milk jug lids in different colors, dried pinto and navy beans, or
inexpensive acrylic stones from the craft section of your local department store. Or let players create their own game pieces by cutting
small shapes from colored construction paper, decorating if desired.
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For some games, tokens may be replaced by colored erasable markers on a laminated game board. The colors must be different enough
to easily distinguish each player’s moves, or one player can mark X and
the other mark O. Some of the colored dry-erase markers leave stains,
but you can wash off stubborn marks with rubbing alcohol or window
cleaner.
When a game calls for dice, I have in mind the standard six-sided
cubes with dots marking the numbers one through six. Most games
only need one or two dice, but Farkle requires six. In many of the
games, you may substitute higher-numbered dice for a greater challenge. And children enjoy using novelty dice when making up their
own games.
A few games call for either a double-six or double-nine set of dominoes. If you are buying these, I recommend getting the larger set. You
can always set aside the higher-numbered tiles when playing with
young children.

Ready to Play?
If you want to put together a game box to keep all your supplies in one
place, you will need:
♦standard
♦
playing cards (two or more decks)
♦pencils
♦
or pens
♦colored
♦
felt-tip markers or colored pencils
♦erasable
♦
markers for use on laminated game boards, and
a cloth or paper towel for wiping them clean
♦blank
♦
paper
♦at
♦ least two kinds of tokens
♦dice
♦
♦dominoes
♦
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♦graph
♦
paper in assorted sizes†
♦a♦ couple of hundred charts (or 0–99 charts)‡
Try to let children learn by playing. Explain the rules as simply as
possible and get right into the fun. You can add details, exceptions, and
special situations as they come up during play or before starting future
games. At our house, we play a few practice rounds first, and I make
sure all the rules have been explained before we keep score.
Card games have a traditional ethic that guides players in choosing
who gets to deal, who goes first, what to do if something goes wrong
in the deal or during play, and more. If you are unsure about questions
of this sort, read the appendix “Game-Playing Basics” on page 123.
Many of the game listings include suggestions for house rules, which
are optional modifications of the game. The way a game is played varies from one place to another, and only a few tournament-style games
have an official governing body to set the rules. If you’re not playing in
an official competition, then everything is negotiable. Players should
make sure they agree on the rules before starting to play.

†
‡

incompetech.com/graphpaper
themathworksheetsite.com/h_chart.html
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Section II

Multiplication and
Fraction Games

2

Mathematical Models
2
“Mastery” in this context means not just being able to perform
calculations with fluency. It is also important to have a good
conceptual understanding of numbers, arithmetic, and
reasoning, particularly in the context of real-world applications.
Everyday math involves a whole lot more than rote learning of
a few facts. You can learn to calculate with numbers without any
real understanding of the underlying concepts.
But applying arithmetic to things in the world, to quantities,
and understanding the relationships between those quantities,
requires considerable understanding of those underlying concepts.
—Keith Devlin

19

What Is a Math Model?
Teachers and parents know that every elementary math student
needs to master the number facts. To memorize so many details can
seem like an unending task. Too often, we adults are tempted to stress
the rote aspect of such memory work, which makes our children lose
their focus on what the numbers mean. But if we concentrate first on
learning and using math models—physical or pictorial representations
that help students make sense of mathematical concepts—we give our
kids a strong foundation for middle school math.
Models give us a way to form and manipulate an image of an
abstract concept, such as a fraction. When teaching young students,
we act out ideas using blocks, cookies, or pieces of construction paper.
Older children firm up their understanding by drawing pictures. As
kids grow up and face more abstract, numbers-only problems, these
pictures remain in their minds, an always-ready tool to help them reason their way through multiplication or fraction problems.
The reason we teach more than one model is that none of them
can fit every type of problem. They are thinking tools, and every tool
has its limit. Keep in mind semantics expert Samuel Hayakawa’s first
principle: “The symbol is not the thing symbolized; the word is not the

Your child’s math curriculum may offer a variety of physical
or pictorial models to promote comprehension.
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thing; the map is not the territory it stands for.” And the math model
is not the number itself.
You can work with your children to create a deck of math model
cards, sketching the pictures on index cards or on a stack of old business cards with blank backs. Each deck should include 10–15 sets, or
books. Take your time, making just two or three books each day while
talking about real-life situations the models might symbolize. When
you think the deck is finished, lay the cards out on the table in sets, to
make sure each book has all its members.
Or take the quick route: download my free Multiplication &
Fraction Printables file, which includes two decks of math model cards
along with all the game boards you need for any game in this book.
Print the pages on card stock, and laminate for durability if desired.†

Multiplication Model Cards
Your card deck will not include every math fact in the times tables.
But it should offer enough variety to cement the most common multiplication models in your children’s minds. My multiplication card
deck includes products from 2 × 2 to 6 × 6. Each book consists of four
cards—the multiplication equation and the following three pictures:
(1) Set Model: “___ sets of ___ objects per set”
This model represents discrete (countable) items collected into
groups: apples per basket, pennies per dime, or cookies per plate.
The set model connects the concepts of multiplication and addition, so it is the most common way of introducing multiplication
in elementary school textbooks.
(2) Bar (Measurement) Model: “___ units of ___ parts per unit”
This model represents continuous quantities measured out in
parts: inches per foot, cups per recipe, dollars per pound, or
†

tabletopacademy.net/free-printables
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2x6=12
6
12
One book of multiplication model cards.

spaces per jump on a number line. The measurement model can
also include scaling, stretching, or shrinking something from
its original size, which makes it useful when thinking about
fractions.
(3) Rectangular Model: “___ rows of ___ items per row”
In early elementary math, this model represents an array of
discrete items: chairs per row, buttons per column, or soldiers
on parade. As students grow, however, the model expands to
include continuous rectangular area. At its most mature, this
model becomes the basis for many topics in high school math
and beyond, including integral calculus. Because of its flexibility,
the rectangular model is the most important one for our children to master.
Notice that in each model, the two numbers of a multiplication
problem have different roles. One number is a scale factor, which tells
you how many sets, units, or rows you are talking about, while the
other number is a this-per-that ratio.
In addition and subtraction, numbers count how much stuff you
have. If you get more stuff, the numbers get bigger. If you lose some
22 ♦ Multiplication and Fraction Games

of the stuff, the numbers get smaller. Numbers measure the amount of
cookies, horses, dollars, gasoline, or whatever.
The this-per-that ratio is not a counting number, but something
new. Something alien, completely abstract. It doesn’t count the number of dollars or measure the volume of gasoline but tells the relationship between them, the dollars per gallon, which stays the same whether
you buy a lot or a little. A ratio is a relationship number.
This is why you may hear math specialists like Stanford’s Keith
Devlin say, “Multiplication is not repeated addition.” Children can use
addition to solve whole-number multiplication puzzles, but that will
not get them very far. Until they wrestle with and come to understand
the concept of ratio, our students can never master multiplication.

Fraction Model Cards
When children can visualize the simple fractions included in the math
models card deck, they can apply that knowledge to any fraction they
meet. My fraction deck includes halves, thirds, fourths, and sixths.
Each book consists of four cards—the fraction itself and the following
three pictures:
(1) Round Food Model: Slices of pizza or pie
This is an easy way for most people to visualize fractions. We
are used to cutting up pizza or pumpkin pie into various-sized
slices, depending on the number of people we are serving. And
because children usually like food, this makes fractions seem less
threatening.
You can cut apart other shapes, too. My children’s first experiences with fractions came in deciding how they wanted their
grilled cheese sandwiches cut. You can turn this into a fun puzzle: draw a square and then draw lines that slice it vertically,
horizontally, and on both diagonals. How many different ways
can your child color exactly half the square?
Mathematical Models ♦ 23

3
4

One book of fraction model cards.

(2) Bar (Measurement) Model: A ruler or measuring tape
Just as the number line is our most useful model for working
with numbers in general, so the bar (which is a thickened portion of the number line) will be our most flexible model for fractions. Cut the bar vertically, like the marks on a ruler.
The bar model is easy to draw and divide. And it connects conceptually to the rectangle model of multiplication, which will
help when students need to make sense of multiplying fractions.†
(3) Set Model: Parts of a group
This is the least natural way for many children to understand
fractions. If these fractions seem awkward to your kids, keep
coming back to them until they make sense. “Parts of a group”
will show up later in math topics like percentages, probability,
and statistics.
When using these models, remember that a fraction is a number,
not a recipe for action. The fraction 3/4 does not mean “Cut a pizza
into four pieces, and then keep three of them.” The fraction 3/4 names
†

denisegaskins.com/2015/12/17/understanding-math-fraction-multiplication
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a certain amount of stuff, more than a half but not as much as a whole
thing. When our students are learning fractions, we do cut up models to help them understand, but the fractions themselves are simply
numbers.
Before a fraction can have any meaning, we must define something
as “one whole unit.” Of course, this is true of all numbers, not just
fractions. Before seven can have any meaning, we must define one. Are
we talking about seven miles or seven bags of rice or seven spaces on
the number line? Natural numbers are defined in terms of whatever
one is, so fractions are no different from other numbers in this respect.†
Because a fraction is a number, it can be added to other numbers (or
subtracted, multiplied, etc.), and it has to obey the distributive property and all the other standard rules for numbers. We need two digits
(plus a bar) to write a fraction like 1/8, just as it takes two digits to write
the number 18—but, like eighteen, the fraction is a single number that
names a certain amount of whatever we are counting or measuring.

On the Other Hand
The term mathematical model also can describe equations or other
mathematical expressions that help us understand something in the
real world. Biologists make models of population growth. Engineers
model the stresses within a mechanical system. Medical researchers
model the concentration of drugs in the bloodstream. To learn more
about this type of modeling, visit the Mathematical Models page at
Maths Is Fun.‡

† See Christopher Danielson’s short video “One is One … Or Is It?” on YouTube:
youtu.be/EtclcWGG7WQ
‡ mathsisfun.com/algebra/mathematical-models.html
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Twelve Cards
Math Concepts: multiplication or fraction models.
Players: two or more.
Equipment: one deck of math model cards.

How to Play
The first player shuffles the deck and then turns up the top twelve
cards, placing them face up in a 3 × 4 array: three rows with four cards
in each row. That player removes any pairs of cards that show the same
product or fraction, keeping them in a personal score stash on the
table.
After claiming all visible pairs, the first player passes the deck to
the next player. Each player in turn deals out enough cards to fill in
the empty spots in the array, captures any matching pairs, and passes
the deck on.
On rare occasions, you’ll get a dead hand where none of the cards
you deal out will match. In that case, deal another set of twelve cards
on top of the first. Claim the visible pairs, and also claim any bonus
pairs that show up as you reveal the cards underneath.
Cards may only be taken in pairs, so if three cards match, you must
leave one of them for the next turn. But if all four cards of a set are
showing, you may take both pairs.
The game ends when there aren’t enough cards left to fill the holes
in the array. Whoever has collected the most cards wins the game.

Variations
House Rule: If you’re playing with the fraction models, how will you
handle equivalent fractions? Decide in advance whether you will allow
a card labeled 3/6 to match with a picture of 2/4, since both of them are
worth half of one whole thing.
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Nine Cards: If your children take too long inspecting their twelvecard tableau, simplify the game by using a 3 × 3 array. Dead hands are
more common with the smaller array, but using fewer cards will help.
Remove three or four books from your deck before playing.

History
I adapted this game from the number bonds game Nine Cards in
Constance Kamii’s Young Children Continue to Reinvent Arithmetic:
2nd Grade.
Fish for Four: Do your children enjoy an element of risk? Instead of

3x5=15

6x6=36

5
10

5
15

3x4=12

6
36

Can you find all four matching pairs of cards? When three cards
match, you may choose any two of them and leave the third.
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28

15

Distributive Dice game in progress. Dark Red’s turn,
and the dice have been rolling low—but this time,
Red has two big numbers to play with.
Would you move to gain the most territory, or
try to block Purple’s ability to grow?
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Distributive Dice
Math Concepts: addition, subtraction, multiplication, distributive
property, rectangular area, multistep mental math.
Players: two to four.
Equipment: graph paper (1 cm squares for two players, or 1/4 inch
squares for more) or the Galactic Conquest game board, three sixsided dice, colored markers.

How to Play
Each player will need a colored marker to shade in the game board
squares, and the colors must be different enough to be easily distinguished. As in the Galactic Conquest game (page 31), players share
a single sheet of graph paper. Each player colors a large starting dot on
one corner of the grid, as far apart from the others as possible.
On your turn, roll all three dice. Choose two of the numbers to add
or subtract, and that answer will form one side of your rectangle. The
third die gives the other side. Draw the rectangle on the graph paper
so that it shares at least one corner with your current territory and does
not overlap squares already claimed by any player. Inside the rectangle,
write the area of your newly conquered space.
The game ends when a player cannot draw any rectangle to match
the dice. Players add up the areas of all their rectangles, and whoever
has conquered the most territory wins.

Variations
Damult Dice: (Any number of players.) No graph paper needed. On
your turn roll three dice: choose two to add, multiply by the third, and
then add that many points to your score. If you have enough dice and
enough space to keep them separate, players can all roll at the same
time. The first player to reach 300 points wins the game—or if two
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players pass 300 points in the same turn, then the highest score wins.
Double Damult: Roll six dice. Use any combination of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division to calculate your score—but
you have to use each operation at least once.
Masquerade: (For two players.) Roll three dice but keep the numbers
hidden. Add two, multiply by the third, and then tell your opponent
the score. The other player gets three guesses to try to win the number
of points on your dice. For each correct guess, reveal that die, and the
other player scores that many points. If two dice are the same, only
show one per guess. Play five rounds, and the highest score wins.

History
Dan Finkel invented the Damult Dice games and shared them on his
Math for Love blog.†
John Golden modified the game, and I tweaked that to make
my Distributive Dice version. Golden played the game with a fifthgrade class, and the students created several more variations, including Masquerade. Read more of their ideas in “Multiplying Game
Possibilities” at Math Hombre blog.‡

†
‡

mathforlove.com/2010/10/a-game-to-end-all-times-tables-drills-damult-dice
mathhombre.blogspot.com/2012/04/multiplying-game-possbilities.html
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Domino Fraction War
Math Concepts: proper fractions, comparing fractions.
Players: two or more.
Equipment: one set of double-six or double-nine dominoes.

How to Play
Remove the double-blank tile. Turn all remaining domino tiles face
down on the table and mix them around to make the wood pile.
Each player turns one tile face up and makes a proper fraction
(smaller number on top) with the numbers on the two halves of the
tile. The player who has the greatest fraction takes the other players’
tiles prisoner, placing his own and all the captured tiles face up at his
side.
If there is a tie for greatest fraction, turn that hand of domino tiles
face down and shuffle them back into the wood pile. Then the players
all turn up new tiles for the next skirmish.
When there are no longer enough dominoes on the table for every
player to draw one, the players count their prisoners. Whoever has
captured the most tiles wins the game.

Variations
Instead of requiring the smaller number to be on top, you can allow
improper fractions, but be careful with blank sides. A blank is a zero,
and a fraction may never have zero in the denominator, so the blank
always has to go on top.
Domino tiles work for any Math War variation. Turn up a tile and
add, subtract, or multiply the two numbers—whatever you want to
practice.
Domino War Trumps: Beginning with the youngest and continuing around the table, players take turns saying “high” or “low” to tell
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Is 2/3 greater or less than 4/5?
Use a benchmark number:
which fraction is closer to one
whole thing? Which needs the
smaller piece to make one?

whether the greatest or least fraction will win that round. Players draw
tiles as described above but hide them from each other. After seeing
his or her tile, the player whose turn it is declares the trump. Then all
players display their tiles.
Exponent War: If you draw the 3|5 tile, will you make 35 or 53?

History (and a Puzzle)
Domino-like tile games seem to have originated in China, and they
came to Europe through the great trading cities of Venice and Naples.
Some game historians claim the European game was invented independently, because European domino sets are different from Chinese
sets in several ways. (For instance, Chinese tiles come in suits, like
a set of playing cards.) Dominoes spread across France and reached
England in the late eighteenth century, where the game became a
favorite pastime in British pubs.
Encourage your children to examine a set of domino tiles and
describe what they notice. For example, every possible combination
(double-0, 0|1, 0|2, etc.) is a single tile, but there are no duplicates: 0|1
is the same tile as 1|0.
Ask them, “If you bought a set of dominoes at a garage sale, how
could you tell whether any of the tiles were missing? Can you figure
out how many tiles there should be?”†
† Spoiler: To find the answer, make a systematic list, and be careful not to count any of
the combinations twice. A double-six set should have twenty-eight tiles, and a double-nine
set will have fifty-five. A new set from the store may contain extra blank tiles, which can be
decorated with paint or white nail polish to replace lost pieces.
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cooperative games
Farey Fractions, 98
How Close to 100?, 45
creating game variations, 9
cribbage board, 127
cross-multiply fractions, 84

equipment (continued)
dominoes, 16
game boards, 14
keeping a game box, 16
math model cards, 23
tokens, 15
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Decimal Point Pickle, 93
Decimal Product Game, 102
denominator, 83
Devlin, Keith, 21, 25, 136
dice games
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Damult Dice, 67
Distributive Dice, 67
Galactic Blobs, 47
Galactic Conquest, 45
How Close to 100?, 45
Masquerade, 69
Distributive Dice, 67
distributive property, 62
shopping bag rule, 113
times-nine trick, 111
Domino Fraction War, 86
domino games
Domino Fraction War, 86
Exponent War, 87
Farey Fractions, 98
Fraction Catch, 96
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dominoes, history of, 87
Donne, John, ix, 136
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Early Childhood Number Games, 72, 135,
141
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E
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Finkel, Dan, 69, 137
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Fraction Product Game, 104
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Fraction Train with Cards, 90
Fraction War, 49
fractions
benchmark numbers, 82
common denominator, 83
common sense, 85
comparing, 82
cross-multiply, 84
division, 105
equivalent fractions, 83
models of, 25
one whole unit, 26
proper and improper, 88
utter nonsense, 81
fun in learning mathematics, 117
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Galactic Conquest, 45
game boards, 14
Games for Math, 7, 129, 139
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games for older students
Advanced Multiplication War, 49
Concentration, 32, 38
Contig, 79
Decimal Point Pickle, 93
Exponent War, 87
Fraction Catch, 96
Fraction Train, 88
Fraction Train with Cards, 90
Hundred-Tac-Toe, 52
Masquerade, 69
My Nearest Neighbor, 99
Prealgebra Fraction Catch, 97
Rummy, 39
Score Twenty-Four, 77
Target Number, 77
Times Table Gomoku, 51
Twenty-Four, 75
Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe, 58
games for younger children
Concentration, 32
Go Fish, 30
Nine Cards, 29
War, 34
games, about
basic rules, 123
benefits of, 5
grade level, 7
house rules, 17
how to use this book, 5
learn by playing, 17
modifying, 9
supplies, 13
games, complete list of
Averages, 73
Concentration, 32, 38
Contig, 79
Contig-Tac-Toe, 80
Damult Dice, 67
Decimal Point Pickle, 93
Decimal Product Game, 102
Distributive Dice, 67
Domino Fraction War, 86
Equivalent Fractions, 33
Exponent War, 87

games, complete list of (continued)
Farey Fractions, 98
Fast Game, 58
Fraction Catch, 96
Fraction Product Game, 104
Fraction Train, 88
Fraction Train with Cards, 90
Fraction War, 49
Galactic Blobs, 47
Galactic Conquest, 45
Go Fish, 30, 38
How Close to 100?, 45
Hundred-Tac-Toe, 52
Leapfrog, 71
Leapfrog Solitaire, 72
Make One, 36
Masquerade, 69
Math Models Number Train, 89
Math War Trumps, 49
Multiplication War, 48
My Nearest Neighbor, 99
Nine Cards, 29, 38
Pathways, 53
Prealgebra Fraction Catch, 97
Product Game Boxes, 53
Rummy, 39
Salute, 65
Score Twenty-Four, 77
Slap Twenty-Four, 76
Superfrog, 72
Target Number, 77
The Product Game, 53
Times Table Gomoku, 51
Times-Tac-Toe, 51
Triple Salute, 66
Twelve Cards, 28
Twenty-Four, 75
Ultimate Multiple-Tac-Toe, 57
Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe, 58
War, 34
Warp Speed, 47
Go Fish, 30, 38
Golden, John, 7, 47, 69, 94, 98, 102, 103,
104, 137
grade level, 7
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graph paper games
Distributive Dice, 67
Galactic Blobs, 47
Galactic Conquest, 45
How Close to 100?, 45
Warp Speed, 47
Greene, Joshua, 55, 138
grocery bag multiplication, 113
group games
Advanced Multiplication War, 49
and idle time, 123
Averages, 73
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Domino Fraction War, 86
Fraction Train, 88
Fraction Train with Cards, 90
Fraction War, 49
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War, 34
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H
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Hardy, G. H., 98, 138
Hayakawa, Samuel, 22, 138
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math club, vii
multiplication story, 111
philosophies of, 110
struggle for balance, 112
using games, 7
we do not progress evenly, 118

house rules, 17
How Close to 100?, 45
“How to Conquer the Times Tables”,
64, 137
How to Lie with Statistics, 74, 138
how to use this book, 5
hundred chart games
Hundred-Tac-Toe, 52
Leapfrog, 71
Leapfrog Solitaire, 72
Hundred-Tac-Toe, 52
I,J
indifferent mathematicians, 98
integrity, 81
invent your own rules, 10
inverse operations, 60, 65
joy of math, 61, 98, 109
K
Kamii, Constance, 9, 29, 66, 138
Kaye, Peggy, 7, 129, 139
keeping score, 127
King, Colleen, 38, 139
L
Leapfrog, 71
Leapfrog Solitaire, 72
learn by playing, 17
learning to type, 117
Leo, Lucinda, 9, 139
library book list, 129
listening to kids, 8
M
Make One, 36
making mistakes, 126
Mason, Charlotte, 110, 139
Masquerade, 69
math anxiety, 6, 109, 119
math cards, 13
math club/math circle, vii, ix, 9, 89, 111,
113, 130
ice-breaker game, 33
math concepts
benchmark numbers, 82
common sense, 85, 114
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math concepts (continued)
comparing fractions, 82
cross-multiply fractions, 84
decimal place value, 103
distributive property, 62, 113
equivalent fractions, 83
fraction division, 105
fractions, 25
integrity, 81
inverse operations, 60, 65, 105
making connections, 4
mastery, 21, 41
mean, median, mode, 73
mental calculation, 43
models, 22
multiplication, 23
multiplying decimals, 103
number relationships, 21, 41
proper fraction, 88
square numbers, 43
standards, 3
times tables, 43, 62
math concepts in games
addition, 67, 71, 73, 75, 79
benchmark numbers, 99
coins, value of, 127
comparing fractions, 86, 88, 90, 96, 99
decimals, 93, 102
distributive property, 67
division, 65, 71, 73, 75, 79
equivalent fractions, 96, 99, 104
factors and multiples, 52, 53, 65
fraction addition, 36
fraction models, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36,
39, 89
fractions, 49
hundred chart, 52
inverse operations, 65
less than or greater than, 34, 48
mean, median, mode, 73
multiplication, 67, 71, 75, 79
multiplication facts, 45, 48, 51, 53,
57, 65
multiplication models, 28, 30, 32, 34,
39, 89

math concepts in games (continued)
multiplying decimals, 102
multiplying fractions, 104
multistep mental math, 67, 71, 75, 79
negative numbers, 97
number line, 96
numerical order, 88, 90, 93, 96
order of operations, 75, 79
place value, 93, 102
proper and improper fractions, 86, 88,
90, 96
rectangular area, 45, 67
speed, 65
subtraction, 67, 71, 75, 79
thinking ahead, 57, 99
times tables, 51
visual/spatial memory, 32
math facts, 43, 62, 105, 113, 117, 119
mastery of, 117
poor memory and, 41
math for the fun of it, 61, 109
Math Models Number Train, 89
Math War Trumps, 49
Math Wars, 110
mathematical models, 22
bar model, 23, 25, 42, 62, 83, 114
real world, 27
rectangular model, 24, 42, 116
round food model, 25, 84, 116
set model, 23, 26, 114
mathematicians play games, 10
Maths Is Fun, 27, 140
MathTwitterBlogosphere (#MTBoS),
101, 139
McLeod, John, 139
measurement model, 23
medicine, 61, 81
memorization
like learning to type, 117
mnemonic aids, 115
poor memory and, 41
rote memory, 21
young children and, 110
mental math
benchmark numbers, 82
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mental math (continued)
benefits of, 6, 115
oral homework, 115
practice hard, 64
the distributive families, 62
the doubles family, 43
the tens family, 44
think of coins, 44, 63, 103
times-nine trick, 111
mischievous results of poor teaching, 81,
110
misdeals, 126
modifying games, 9
multiplication
models of, 23
vs. repeated addition, 25, 136, 137
Multiplication & Fraction Printables, 14,
23
Multiplication War, 48, 111
N,O
My Nearest Neighbor, 99
Nine Cards, 29, 38
Nix the Tricks, 115, 135
“just add a zero”, 44
cross-multiply fractions, 84
Nrich, 10, 131, 140, 142
Number Game Printables Pack, 14
numerator, 83
Orlin, Ben, 59, 140
P
Pagat, 40, 77, 131, 139, 140, 142
parenting
children do not progress evenly, 118
fear of math, 109
finding the right game, 11
listening to kids, 3, 8
quality time, 7
Pathways, 53
pencil and paper games
Decimal Point Pickle, 93
Hundred-Tac-Toe, 52
Score Twenty-Four, 77
Target Number, 77
Times Table Gomoku, 51

pencil and paper games (continued)
Ultimate Multiple-Tac-Toe, 57
Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe, 58
perfect teacher, 5, 119
pizza, 25. 84
Plato, 5, 140
play with math, 3
playful side of math, vii, 61
practice hard, 64
practicing number facts, 117
Prealgebra Fraction Catch, 97
printable game boards, 14
Product Game Boxes, 53
Prof. Triangleman’s Standards for Mathe
matical Practice, 3, 116, 136
proper fraction, 88
puzzles
color one-half, 25
counting domino tiles, 87
Farey Fractions, 98
Leapfrog Solitaire, 72
mental multiplication, 64
Sierpinski triangle, 60
tangrams, 116
vs. games, 59
which one doesn’t belong?, 4
Q
questions, 3, 98
quick tips
abbreviated list of standards for
mathematical practice, 3
how to compare fractions, 82
mental math strategies, 43, 62
quotation links, 134
R
real world, applying math to, 21, 27
reasoning skills, 6
rectangular model, 24, 42, 116
reference links, 134
repeated addition, 25, 136, 137
resources
books, 129
card and board games, 132
websites, 130
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Ronda, Erlina, 117, 141
rote memory, 21, 110, 117
round food model, 25, 84, 116
rules
dealing the cards, 124
discard pile, 126
don’t peek!, 125
draw pile (stock), 126
fishing pond, 126
hand vs. round vs. game, 125
house rules, 17
keeping score, 127
learn by playing, 17
misdeal and other mistakes, 126
number of players, 123
rotation of play, 124
shuffle and cut, 124
variations, 9
who goes first?, 124
Rummy, 39
S
Salute, 65
Sawyer, W. W., 81, 141
Score Twenty-Four, 77
set model, 23, 26, 114
shopping bag rule, 113
shuffling cards, 124
Sierpinski triangle, 60
Slap Twenty-Four, 76
slavery, 5
social conventions, 10
Sorooshian, Pam, 10, 130, 141
square numbers, 43
Square One TV, 55, 136
Standards for Mathematical Practice, 3
Sullivan, Christine, 101, 141
Sun, Robert, 77, 141
Superfrog, 72
supplies
card holder for young hands, 31
cards, 13
dice, 16
dominoes, 16
game boards, 14

supplies (continued)
keeping a game box, 16
math model cards, 23
tokens, 15
T
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tangrams, 116
Target Number, 77
teaching
common sense, 85
conversations, 95, 103, 104
differentiation, 7
games in the classroom, 7
ideal strategy, 5
listening to kids, 8
math debate, 3
math models, 22
Math Wars, 110
me vs. the class, 95
mental math strategies, 43, 62
Nix the Tricks, 84, 115
practice hard, 64
save the world, 119
speed games, 7, 66
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struggle for balance, 112
workbook syndrome, 110
Teaching Children Mathematics, 66, 138
The Arithmetic Teacher, 80, 135
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140
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times-nine trick, 111
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Twitter Math Camp, 101, 139
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